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Computer Science Lecture 14, page CS677: Distributed OS

Bully Algorithm Details

• Any process P can initiate an election
• P sends Election messages to all process with higher Ids 

and awaits OK messages
• If no OK messages, P becomes coordinator and sends I 

won messages to all process with lower Ids
• If it receives an OK, it drops out and waits for an I won
• If a process receives an Election msg, it returns an OK and 

starts an election
• If a process receives a I won, it treats sender an 

coordinator
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Computer Science Lecture 14, page CS677: Distributed OS

Bully Algorithm Example

• The bully election algorithm
• Process 4 holds an election
• Process 5 and 6 respond, telling 4 to stop
• Now 5 and 6 each hold an election
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Computer Science Lecture 14, page CS677: Distributed OS

Bully Algorithm Example

d) Process 6 tells 5 to stop
e) Process 6 wins and tells everyone
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Computer Science Lecture 14, page CS677: Distributed OS

Ring-based Election

• Processes have unique Ids and arranged in a logical ring
• Each process knows its neighbors 

– Select process with highest ID
• Begin election if just recovered or coordinator has failed
• Send Election to closest downstream node that is alive

– Sequentially poll each successor until a live node is found
• Each process tags its ID on the message
• Initiator picks node with highest ID and sends a coordinator message
• Multiple elections can be in progress

– Wastes network bandwidth but does no harm 
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31"

Agreement"

•  The goal is to get processes to agree on some 
value after one or more processes propose 
that value"

•  …even in the presence of faults!"

•  This is often referred to as the consensus 
problem!
"

32"

Consensus"

•  To reach consensus, every process begins in an 
undecided state and proposes a single value"

•  Processes communicate, deciding which value to 
accept (one option: majority rules)"

•  Requirements:"
•  Termination - Eventually each process sets its decision 

variable"
•  Agreement - The decision value of each process is the 

same"
•  Integrity - If the correct processes all proposed the same 

value, then any correct process in decided state has 
chosen that value"

33"

Consensus"

1

P2

P3 (crashes)

P1

Consensus algorithm

v1=proceed

v3=abort

v2=proceed

d1:=proceed d2:=proceed

34"

Byzantine Generals!
Lamport et al., 1982"

•  Three or more generals agree to attack or retreat"
•  One general (the commander) issues the order, the 

others must decide to attack or retreat "
•  Slightly different than normal consensus since there is a 

“distinguished process” deciding initial value"

•  One or more general may be “treacherous” or faulty"
•  He lies!  He says “attack” to one general and “retreat” to 

another"

•  How does each general decide what to do?"
•  Assume this is a synchronous system"

35"

Three Byzantine Generals"
p"1 "(Commander)"

p"2" p"3"

1:v"1:v"
2:1:v"

3:1:u"

p"1 "(Commander)"

p"2" p"3"

1:x"1:w"
2:1:w"

3:1:x"

“3 says 1 says u”"

Faulty general.  What should 
p2 decide?"

The goal is for p2 to determine 
that p1 says v.  But p2 doesn’t 

have enough info!"

36"

Three Byzantine Generals"
p"1 "(Commander)"

p"2" p"3"

1:v"1:v"
2:1:v"

3:1:u"

p"1 "(Commander)"

p"2" p"3"

1:x"1:w"
2:1:w"

3:1:x"

“3 says 1 says x”"

Faulty commander.  What 
should p2 decide?"

p2 once again has conflicting 
info.  Can’t distinguish between 
faulty p3 and faulty commander!"
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37"

Three Byzantine Generals"
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3:1:x"

Faulty processes are shown shaded"

"

Since we can’t distinguish between these two 
scenarios, no solution exists!"

“3 says 1 says u”"

The goal is for p2 to determine 
that p1 says v.  But p2 doesn’t 

have enough info!"

p2 once again has conflicting 
info.  Can’t distinguish between 
faulty p3 and faulty commander!"

38"

Byzantine Generals"

•  It turns out that no solution exists if N � 3f, 
where f is the number of treacherous 
generals, and N is total number of generals   "

•  But if N � 3f + 1, a solution exists!"
•  Consider N=4 generals, f=1"
•  3f + 1 = 4 � N"

•  Note that no solution exists in 
asynchronous systems for all N and f"

39"

Four Byzantine Generals"
p"1 " (Commander)"

p"2" p"3"

1:v"1:v"
2:1:v"

3:1:u"

p"4"

1:v"

4:1:v"
2:1:v" 3:1:w"

4:1:v"

p"1 " (Commander)"

p"2" p"3"

1:w"1:u"
2:1:u"

3:1:w"

p"4"

1:v"

4:1:v"
2:1:u" 3:1:w"

4:1:v"

p2 and p4 should correctly 
determine that “1 says v.”  Using 

simple “majority rules” consensus, 
this works!  "

p2, p3, and p4 all receive u, v, w.  
Thus they know that the 

commander is faulty, and reach 
“no action” consensus. "
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41"

Four Byzantine Generals"

•  Within two rounds, non-faulty generals reach consensus 
(which may mean “take no action”)"

p"1 " (Commander)"

p"2" p"3"

1:v"1:v"
2:1:v"

3:1:u"

p"4"

1:v"

4:1:v"
2:1:v" 3:1:w"

4:1:v"

p"1 " (Commander)"

p"2" p"3"

1:w"1:u"
2:1:u"

3:1:w"

p"4"

1:v"

4:1:v"
2:1:u" 3:1:w"

4:1:v"

p2 and p4 should correctly 
determine that “1 says v.”  Using 

simple “majority rules” consensus, 
this works!  "

p2, p3, and p4 all receive u, v, w.  
Thus they know that the 

commander is faulty, and reach 
“no action” consensus. "

42"

Four Byzantine Generals"

•  What now?"
•  They’d all pick u!"

•  But this commander isn’t really truly faulty"
•  Faulty processes ALWAYS lie and don’t propose a majority of 

anything"

p"1 " (Commander)"

p"2" p"3"

1:w"1:u"
2:1:u"

3:1:w"

p"4"

1:u"

4:1:u"
2:1:u" 3:1:w"

4:1:u"

u, u, v u, u, w 

u, u, w 
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